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EXTRACTION OF ARAMID FIBERS FROM FIBER REINFORCED ASPHALT 

CONCRETE - SPECIAL TEST METHOD 

 

1.0 Summary 

The purpose of the test method is to determine the amount of recovered fiber from fiber reinforced 

asphalt concrete (FRAC) and calculate the Aramid Dispersion State Ratio (ADSR). The test method 

utilizes ASTM D-2172 to extract the asphalt binder from FRAC samples. The amount of fiber 

remaining after extraction is measured by washing, sieving, manually removing the fiber, and 

recording total fiber mass. Due to the light weight nature of aramid fiber and residual AC binder 

present on the fiber after extraction, the extracted fiber content will measure higher than the amount 

of fiber added at the time of mixing. The amount of extracted fiber is reported as a percentage of total 

sample size.  CAUTION: Solvents used as part of ASTM D2172 are dangerous and specific safety 

concerns and procedures in ASTM D2172 must be followed. This document provides an overview of 

the procedure but more details and background involving the extraction process can be found 

elsewhere1.  

 

2.0  Sample 

Samples shall be obtained from plant mixed FRAC. Sample size should be determined based on 

Table 1 of ASTM D2172. A minimum of three samples should be tested for each plant mixed or 

laboratory produced FRAC specimen.   

 

3.0 Solvent Type 

The recommended solvent for this process is Trichloryl Ethylene, which was found to yield no 

negative reaction with the fiber produce. If this solvent is not available then the chosen solvent 

should be verified for no reaction to reinforcing fibers. To test reactivity, soak a minimum 0.5 g 

sample of fibers in solvent overnight (12 hours minimum). Record the mass of fibers before and after 

soaking to the nearest 0.01g. Fiber loss to solvent should be determined as a percentage loss 

compared to the original mass by Equation (1). Loss must not exceed 1.0 percent of original mass. 
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M1  =  Mass of the fibers prior to soaking (g), 

M2  = Mass of the fibers after soaking (g), and 

L  =  Loss (%). 

 

4.0 Procedure 

 

4.1 Complete extraction in accordance with ASTM D2172 with the exception that the ashing 

method, or any method that heats the sample above 400°F (204°C) must not be used.  

 

4.2 Dry and record the extract as directed in ASTM D2172. Transfer extract to a suitable sized 

mixing bowl and add sufficient water to immerse the extract. Add a few drops of detergent soap 

to the extract and thoroughly agitate using hand methods for a minimum of 90 seconds. After 

agitation, wash the extract over a stacked No. 50 and No. 200 sieve for a minimum of 120 

seconds until soap solution is removed. Pick up the extracted fibers manually using tweezers 

and store them in a clean can with a closed lid. Note: A majority of the fibers will be removed in 

this stage prior to sieving. 
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4.3 Perform a sieve analysis (ASTM C136) of the washed and dried extract, utilizing sieve sizes 

from the original asphalt concrete mix design. Manually separate out remaining fibers during 

weighing of separated aggregate sizes and add to fibers previously separated in step 4.2. 

 

4.4 Soak the extracted fibers in the solvent for an hour at room temperature. Then remove the 

remaining solvent and dry the washed extract and separated fibers to a constant mass at 230 ± 

9°F (110 ± 5°C). Record the mass of the separated fibers to the nearest 0.001 g.  

 

 Optional step for cases when separated fibers appear to contain pellets or binder residue. Place 

the extracted fibers in a crucible and into a conduction furnace heated to 740 ± 10°F (395 ± 5°C) 

for 12.5 ± 2.5 minutes. Monitor furnace temperature so that it remains within the temperature 

limits. Allow to cool and then carefully remove the fibers from the crucible and record the mass 

of the fibers to the nearest 0.001 g. 

 

4.5  Calculate the extracted fiber percentage by Equation (2): 
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F    =  Extracted fibers (%), 

M2  = Mass of separated fibers (g), and 

M1  =  Total sample mass prior to extraction (g). 

 

4.6  Report the percentage of extracted fibers to the nearest 0.001 percent. Report the average to 

0.001 percent. 

 
4.7  Determine the dispersed state of extracted fibers. Carefully separate the extracted aramid fibers 

into groups of fibers that most closely resemble the examples and descriptions provided in  
Table 1. Record the mass of the separated fiber groups to the nearest 0.001 g. Calculate the 

percentage of fibers in each group according to Equations (3-6): 
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FB  =  Aramid fibers in the bundle state (%), 

FAB =  Aramid fibers in the agitated bundle state (%), 

FC  =  Aramid fibers in the cluster state (%), 

FI  =  Aramid fibers in the individual state (%), 

MB  = Mass of aramid fibers in the bundle state (g), 

MAB= Mass of aramid fibers in the agitated bundle state (g), 

MC  = Mass of aramid fibers in the cluster state (g), 

MI  = Mass of aramid fibers in the individual state (g), and 

Ma  =  Total extracted aramid mass prior to separation (g). 

 

4.8  Report the percentage of extracted aramid fibers in each specific dispersed fiber state shown in 

Table 1 to the nearest 0.1 percent.  

 

4.9. Report Aramid Dispersion State Ratio (ADSR) to the nearest 0.1 percent. ADSR is defined as 

the mass of aramid in the individual state compared to the total mass of extracted aramid fibers, 

expressed as percentage using Equation 6. Report individual ADSR and average ADSR to the 

nearest 0.1 percent. 

 
Table 1. Aramid Fiber Dispersion States 

Term Definition Example 

Bundle 

A group of many aramid fibers that shows no clear 

indication of disturbance. This is the original condition of 

aramid fibers. 

 

Agitated 

Bundle 

A grouping of aramid fibers similar to the bundled 

condition, but that that has been visually agitated and has 

lost some of the individual aramids. 

 

Cluster 
A grouping of individual aramid fibers that are more 

dispersed than the agitated bundle.  

 

Individual 
Single fibers completely separated from other aramids with 

no resemblance of previous fiber states*.  

 

*Note: Individual aramid fibers can appear in bunches at the end of the extraction test as shown in the image. 
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